HARLING BENEFICE
Priest in charge: Benefice in vacancy
Ministry team:

Rev’d Caryll Brown
Rev’d Varlie Sheldrake

01953 717451
01953 717404

Both members of our Ministry team are now officially retired and work on a voluntary and part time basis;
they both hold the Bishop’s Permission to Officiate at Services within this Diocese.

East with West Harling, Bridgham with Roudham,
Larling and Brettenham

Arrangements for April 2021
Thankfully the Covid-19 infection rate is falling and we look forward to a gradual easing of restrictions on our movements,
however the situation is still uncertain and subject to change at short notice

Services for Holy Week and Easter
Monday 29th March

10.00am Morning Prayer - ZOOM Service
11.00am Chrism Eucharist from Norwich Cathedral – live streamed

Tuesday 30th; Wednesday 31st; Thursday 1st – Zoom Service for Compline each evening at 7.00pm.
Joining details are the same as for Friday Evening Prayer
Maundy Thursday 1st April
Good Friday 2nd April

No Services in our Churches

Harling church open 10.00am to 3.00pm as usual for private, individual prayer
12 noon to 1.00pm in Harling Church - Prayer and Meditation led by the clergy
5.00pm Evening Prayer for Good Friday - Zoom Service

Easter Sunday 4th April 9.30am East Harling – Holy Communion
11.00am Bridgham – Holy Communion
Sunday 11th April

No Services in our Churches

Sunday 18th April

10.30am East Harling – All Age Family Service
6.30pm East Harling - Harling Praise

Sunday 25th April

Please note change from usual
times

9.45am East Harling – Holy Communion

Please advise one of the Church Wardens in advance if you will be attending any service in church as seating is
limited and will be subject to social distancing. Household groups may sit together. Face masks must be worn.
East Harling Church will be opened for private, individual prayer each
Monday and Friday 10.00am to 3.00pm
and Larling Church will be open for private, individual prayer each
Saturday and Sunday 10.00am to 3.00pm
You are advised to contact the appropriate Church Warden (see below) to find out if the church you wish to visit is
open either for private prayer or for a Service.
Church Wardens’ contact numbers for up to date details:
East Harling 01953 717128 or 07890102392
Bridgham
01953 717686 or 01953 717980
Larling
01953 717254
Brettenham
01842 755319
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ZOOM meetingsfor Morning Prayer on Monday at 10.00am and Evening Prayer on Friday at 5.00pm.
(NB No morning or Evening Prayer Zoom services during the week after Easter)
ID and Passcodes for these services are available from Caryll or Varlie.
Saturdays 9.30am
Prayers:
All comers are welcome. .
ID numbers and Passwords for this meeting are available from Stuart 01953 714900
It is possible to join the Zoom meetings by telephone if you do not have internet access. Just dial 02034 815240 and use
the relevant meeting ID and password when prompted.

OCCASIONAL SERVICES
Weddings and Baptisms: Please contact Rev’d Caryll Brown (01953 717451) with any enquiries.
Funerals: During lockdown funerals can take place either at the graveside or in a crematorium; they may also take
place in church but with limited numbers permitted to attend. The undertaker or minister will advise you depending
on the regulations at the time.
METHODIST CHAPEL, WHITE HART STREET
SERVICES IN April
Easter Sunday 4th Mrs Jane Mottram
11th Local Arrangement David Osborne
18th Harling Praise at Anglcan Church
25th Rev David Ely

QUIDENHAM CARMELITE MONASTERY CHAPEL
(ROMAN CATHOLIC)
PUBLIC WORSHIP
Daily Mass
8.00am
Sunday Mass
10.30am
Holy Days
8.00am
Masks must be worn and social distancing observed
For further information contact:
David & Gerda Bailey (01953) 717639

6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30

(Covid regulations continue to apply)

PARISH REGISTERS Funeral
We extend our condolences to the family and friends
of:
Norman (Tubby) WILLIAMS whose funeral and
cremation took place on 11th March 2021.

CHURCH FLOODLIGHTING
APRIL.
Family birthday celebrations for the Baker family:
4th;
Liz
20th
Andy and
24th
their daughter.
9th

In memory of KEN. Sadly missed by all. Marilyn,
Karen and family.

11th

KING. Daphne. Remembering a dear Sister-in-law
and Auntie on your birthday,
with love from all the family. xx

12th

KING. Ena. Remembering a dear Mum, Nana and
Great Nana,
with love from all the family. xx

13th

SLATER. Valerie. Remembering a dear Sister and
Auntie,
with love from all the family. xx

Requests to sponsor the floodlighting of East Harling Church
should be posted/delivered to:
The Rev’d Varlie Sheldrake, 12 Kemps Barns,
East Harling. NR16 2TS
Please make sure your requests are clearly written, include
the date and add your name and contact number in case of
any queries. Donation of minimum £5/night should be
enclosed (cash preferred or cheques payable to E Harling
PCC please).
Thank you to all who continue to sponsor the floodlighting of
East
Harling
Church

Annual Meetings of Parishioners (AMPs) and Annual
Parochial Church Meetings (APCMs)
Usually in April the churches in our Benefice would be
holding their annual meetings for the year ahead. This year
will be somewhat different because of the Covid 19
Pandemic.
In East Harling, The Annual Meeting of Parishioners (AMP)
will proceed as usual provided that Covid regulations allow
this to be held in East Harlaing Church and will be
immediately followed by the Annual Parochial Church
Meeting (APCM).
The AMP may be attended by anyone who lives within the
curtilage of East Harling parish and it is at this meeting that
the parish (not the church) elects its churchwardens.
At the APCM, those who are members of the church’s
Electoral Roll make a number of elections, including to laity
membership of the PCC and representatives to Deanery
Synod. It is also, importantly, a time when church accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2020 are presented and
where the church reports on its previous year and activities.
It is a time, therefore, where people are able to listen and
discuss but also to make enquiry of and rejoice in (hopefully!)
the life of their local church, its ministry, mission and
management.
If anyone wishes to be involved in the APCM they must first
be entered onto the Electoral Roll of the Church. This can
easily be accomplished by contacting our Electoral Roll
Officer. Details are on the noticeboard in the Church Porch.
The APM and APCM for East Harling are on Saturday 15
May 10.30 AMP, followed by APCM (Church)
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More musings from an ancient cleric …………
“O to be in England now that April’s there! “ That used to be a favourite saying of my
mother. Every Spring when the sun began to shine and the daffodils to open she would
quote that line from Robert Browning’s poem “Home thoughts from abroad.” Poor
Mum, she said it so regularly that in the end it would make my sister and me laugh.
Mum wasn’t particularly fond of poetry but she had been taught that poem at school
back in the early 1900s when a lot of learning was done by rote – learning lists, tables,
passages from the Bible and poetry off by heart and they would stick in the mind. Very
different from the teaching methods used today and I sympathise for the parents,
grannies and grandads who have been helping with home schooling in recent months
and for whom the modern maths in particular would have been challenging at first.
And now that April is here we can look forward not just to the burgeoning of Spring but also with some hope
towards the ending of the restrictions on our movements and the end of the pandemic. But moving out into the
new normal for our society will be difficult and many of us are fearful of what life will be like. There’s more to it
than just the ending of infection, many have lost their employment or face new working conditions; for a while
we may be wary of getting too close to others and the uncertainties of life in lockdown have thrown up issues of
inequality and oppression that we have previously not acknowledged.
But most of all the pandemic has brought so much sorrow and grief, loved ones separated, ill and families
bereaved. Not all the deaths have been from covid -19 of course, deaths from other causes have continued but
the loss is the same, made worse by not being able to say ‘Goodbye’ and not being able to have the funeral we
would have chosen or to grieve properly with friends and family.
On the plus side there has certainly been an increase in ‘community spirit’ with people helping each other out,
volunteering and generally looking out for one another. We have come to appreciate and acknowledge the
dedicated work of doctors and nurses, carers and all front line workers; everyone indeed who has carried on
doing their work as best they can.
April 1st is known as April Fool’s Day – just why no-one can be certain - but it offers a little
light relief! This year it coincides with Maundy Thursday, an important day in the
observance of Lent and Holy Week in the lead up to Easter. Jesus’ life was in danger but
he was determined to go to Jerusalem with his disciples to celebrate the Festival of
Unleavened Bread and the Passover in that city. You can read the story in the Bible in the
Gospel of St John chapter 13 how, because there was no one else prepared to do it,
Jesus washed the disciples’ feet and showed them how we should care for each other and
not to think of ourselves as being greater or of more importance than others. And he
commanded his followers to behave in the same way – to love one another. Not with a
slushy, romantic love but the kind of love that puts others first before self.
There have been many examples of communities caring and showing love for each other
during this past year especially to the vulnerable and disadvantaged, not least in these our
own villages. For this we thank all the volunteers, friends and everyone involved and
hopefully will show our gratitude by building on this spirit of community in the future.
Jesus was betrayed into the hands of his enemies and was executed brutally by
crucifixion – nailed to a cross. He died and was placed in a tomb but that was not the end.
On the third day he was resurrected to new life and lives today to be with us and to lead
us to new life! That is what we celebrate at Easter!

Jesus said, “I give
you a new
commandment,
that you love one
another. Just as I
have loved you,
you also should
love one another.
By this everyone
will know that
you are my
disciples, if you
have love for one
another."

The great gift of Easter is hope - Christian hope
which makes us have that confidence in God, in
his ultimate triumph, and in his goodness and
love, which nothing can shake.” (Basil Hume)

John 13: 34,35
Both Harling and Bridgham
Parish Churches will be open on Easter Sunday 4th
April for special celebration services and you are
welcome to join us (hopefully there will be some
chocolate eggs !)

“God proved His love on the Cross.

Halleluiah! Christ is risen!

When Christ hung, and bled, and died,
it was God saying to the world,
‘I love you.” (Billy Graham)

Love,
prayers
and
Easter
from Varlie, Caryll and the local churches.
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Blessings

WALKING THE BRECKLAND WAYS
For NHS CHARITIES TOGETHER 2021
By SANDRA JARVIS AND DOROTHY SCOTT

March 15, 2021, 04:53 PM
Today, Dorothy and I decided to walk round Thetford
and highlight some of the amazing history Thetford
has to offer. Visiting Thetford for shopping or going to
the cinema, it's very easy to miss the heritage on
which the town was built.

March 17, 2021, 02:05 PM
Today we attempted the Roudham Heath and
Peddars Way walk we set out to do 8th March. On
that day we had to detour owing to flooding on the
A11 underpass. Today, however we were able to walk
the complete circular route.
March 20, 2021, 03:58 PM
19th March. Our walk today took us around the
boundaries of East Harling. As we are both feeling a
little tired this week, we have decided to do a short
walk. However, our short walk turned out to be 5.9
miles meaning we have walked 20.1 miles this week.
The furthest we have walked in a week so far.

Enjoy the photographs (follow the link at the end of
the article to see more) and I hope you see some
sights already known to you and some you may wish
to explore for yourself.

Nonetheless, the
weather was glorious
today, so I have taken
a few photographs of
views across the
village. I hope you
enjoy them, they can
be downloaded from
my Facebook page

You will see the highlight of our walk was walking up
to the top of the mound.

If you are inspired do
please visit our Just
Giving page. So far we
have raised over £900
for the NHS Charities
Together. Thank you
to all who have
donated so far.

It is the highest medieval earthwork in Britain. Have a
go too!

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/SandraJarvis?utm_source=Sharethis&utm_medium=fundraisi
ng&utm_content=Sandra-Jarvis&utm_campaign=pfpemail&utm_term=453c392ea08149fc8c13f3a06d91af
2f
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April can have all 4 seasons in one month. Don't be
tempted to plant tender plants outside even if the DIY
stores and supermarkets have them. You may get
away with it, but probably won't – we regularly get odd
hard frosts any time up to the end May (although for
the last 2 years we haven't)

As I write this on 11th February the garden is blanketed in
snow which hopefully will be gone before you read this!

Lawns: Sow seed. Apply a weed and feed if you
didn't last month
Patios: As you cleaned them last month remember
why you have a patio. At the time of writing Boris is
allowing small gatherings from 12 April – get the BBQ
and the celebratory wine out!
Rhododendrons, Azaleas etc in pots: Keep watered
with Rainwater. Coffee grounds are acidic, so an
occasional mulch of these will help if you don't have
access to natures life giver! Remember the 7 inch rule
– in order to soak down to the bottom of a 7 inch pot
you would need an inch of rain. Water at least
fortnightly – more if we have a prolonged hot spell
(you never know)

Before the snow arrived there were signs of spring in the
garden with yellow aconites brightening up a corner & bulbs
appearing through the bark. Snowdrops & crocus were seen
at the top of the playing field under the trees & there were
swathes of snowdrops in the wooded area opposite the play
park. Another sign of spring was the Greater Spotted
Woodpecker ‘drumming’ against a tree.

Perennials: put in any supports while the new growth
is still short
Dahlias: Plant tubers outside. Take cuttings from
potted plants when they are about 4 inches long.
Don't forget to label the cuttings – they all look broadly
similar until they flower
Annuals: finish off sowing hardy annuals, half hardies
can be sown with protection in pots or trays. On warm
days ventilate the greenhouse.
Gladioli: plant 4 – 6 inches (10-15cm) deep continue
planting a few every couple of weeks until late June
they will flower over a much longer period.
Vegetables: Sow in greenhouse or cold frame without
heat: French beans (dwarf or climbing), runner beans,
ridge cucumbers, sweet corn.
Sow /plant outdoors: broad beans, brocolli, cabbage,
carrots, cauliflower, kale, lettuce (a few),peas,
potatoes radishes (a few each week until July)
Plant out: Broad beans, cabbages, cauliflowers, leeks,
lettuces, onion sets and peas.
Harvest: anything that is ready. Remember overwintered plants such as leeks will run to seed when
we get a few warm days together, so it is better to
harvest small by early May unless you want to keep
some of the seed.
Weeds: Weeds are just wild flowers in the wrong
place. If everybody allows just a small patch of wild
flowers Mother Nature will be grateful. Hoe any that
are unwanted on warm, dry days.
General: The garden is there to enjoy. Stop and relax
and admire your handy work occasionally
Good Gardening

Kevin

10th March -Fortunately the snow didn’t stay long & there
are now a few daffodils in flower & many more bulbs
beginning to appear. Several donated lavender plants have
now been planted & a small area of the grass path has been
seeded & fenced off to allow the seed, hopefully, to
germinate. We can then do the rest of the pathway.
We are still restricted by COVID restrictions but hopefully 2
of our volunteers will soon be erecting the 3 panels of trellis
which have been generously donated. A change of plan will
see the herbs moving from the tyres to one of the raised
beds & a flowering cherry will go in one for spring blossom &
flowering evergreen shrubs will go in the tyres to provide
more winter colour. The other raised bed will become an
alpine garden (current plan which may change!).
Smaller bug houses may appear round the area & bird
boxes on some of the trees on the park.
We hope that as restrictions ease more of you can join us to
work on the garden or just enjoy being there.
Our information board is now being produced & we look
forward to getting it installed.
You can follow us on the East Harling Community Garden
Facebook page or talk to us when we are working in the
garden - usually at the weekend, or you can ring us.
Thank you to everyone who supported us at the end of last
year & helped us get the garden off to a good start & hope
you will continue to support us.
We would appreciate it if dogs were kept off the garden area
please. Thank you

.

COMMUNITY SPEEDWATCH
This activity has been in abeyance throughout both
Covid Lockdowns, but is restarting after March. Our
numbers have dwindled somewhat and we would
welcome some new volunteers. You need to be able
to read a car number plate and hear what the other
team members are saying! Training is straightforward
and quick and will be done by some of our
experienced present members. With our currentt
numbers we each do a session about once a fortnight.
If we had more people we could monitor more often,
or individuals could be called upon less frequently.
Prayers for Everyone in Lockdown
We have to have a minimum number of volunteers or
the Police will take back the equipment and deploy it
to another village. We are just OK at present, but if
two of us decide to retire, we would not be.

Ever present God,
be with us in our isolation,
be close to us in our distancing,
be healing in our sickness,

Please contact me, Tony Long on 01953 717191 or
email tony@thefamilylong.com if you are interested.

be joy in our sadness,

___________________________________________

be wisdom in our confusion,

A message from The Old School Hall
committee

be all that is familiar when all is unfamiliar,

The committee of the Old School Hall send their
best wishes to everyone in the village.

we may with the zeal of Pentecost

We meet regularly using Zoom to discuss the
latest effects of COVID on opening the Hall
again. Although restrictions are gradually being
lifted, it is too early to commit to organising any
events. We have decided to postpone the
Annual Fete we had planned for July, as it is
such a large event with people coming for the
surrounding villages as well and there is no
certainty of what the level of infection will be at
that time. However, we can assure you that we
will gradually open the Hall as soon as we feel
we can safely do so.

and speak of your goodness

be light in our darkness,

that when the doors reopen

We are missing everyone and imagine you are
missing the social contact as well. It is nice to
see so many people walking round the village
and chatting at a safe distance but it will be
wonderful to meet in the Hall again.
Take care and keep well

inhabit our communities
to an emerging world.
For Jesus’ sake.
Amen.

Blessing for the days ahead
Go with confidence into the days ahead,
trusting in God’s unfailing Love
and Faithfulness.
God will not abandon you, for you are
the work of His hands - His own creation
and His love endures for ever.
So go in joy to love and serve the Lord!

Harling Old School Village Hall Committee
__________________________________________
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AMEN

Notwithstanding the difficult year that we have all
encountered – the loss of loved ones, friends,
acquaintances and work colleagues can we still
broach the subject of ….

Funerals
Talking about funerals in previous generations
has been in hushed and sombre voices. It’s a
subject that we do not discuss around dinner
parties or at the school gates. Its not discussed
until you need a funeral and often at that point it
is a rushed and painful experience. Many reading
this article will have their own story to tell; you
have either attended or had to make
arrangements for a loved one.
Some of us get ahead and pay for a funeral plan
– the fear of HUGE funeral bills can be a real and
present worry for anyone edging towards elderly
– you start to worry about it.
Do our children, family or friends even know what
are wishes might be for the future ??
Somehow we discuss births, mortgages, new
jobs, weddings, college and university, etc etc –
all these landmark moments in our lives – but –
we never get around to discussing our funeral.
WHY ?
 We don’t know how to begin the
discussion …
 Worried that funerals are so expensive
we sweep the whole idea under the
carpet …
 Fractured families – any conversation
may cause family arguments …
 Fear …..
 I won’t need a funeral for ages ……
 Its not going to happen to me ……
 I don’t like funeral directors ……
 I don’t like all that black ….
 It has not crossed my mind – until now !
 It’s all written in my will … often the will is
not found before arrangements have
been made !
We at Turner Funerals want to offer you the
opportunity to get the conversation out of the
dark. We hope to offer a fresh and lighter
approach to the whole subject.
It is not necessary anymore to always have a
traditional funeral. Decorum and Integrity are still
the most important requisites for any
arrangement but there are new and alternative
approaches.
We are more than willing to come to your home
to have a chat or your group/club to give a talk –
lighten the atmosphere – help you begin ……….
Please contact us 01842 761333 ( 24hr ) Turner
Funerals

100 Years of PCC’s This Month April 2020
When you next attend a PCC meeting, which is probably
more likely to be by zoom than in person, you could say
“Happy 100th Birthday!” to your colleagues. It is a hundred
years since The Parochial Church Councils (Powers)
Measure 1921 which was an important stage in the birth of
PCCs.
During the First World War army chaplains found that many
men who thought of themselves as church goers were
ignorant of the basics of religion. This led to a new interest
in mission for the church. There were national days of
prayer during the war and in 1915 there was a National
Mission of Repentance and Hope. The public were more in
the mood for victory than repentance. After the Armistice
there was a desire for change in the national church and this
led to a discussion about the links with the state.
There was a concern that Parliament was often slow to
enact laws for the church and many people felt the national
church should have more authority to govern itself. The
setting up of Parochial Church Councils was part of that
process. In the past a lot of local secular administration had
been the responsibility of churchwardens in the vestry
meetings. Gradually their functions were passed to local
councils. Most of their remaining powers were transferred to
PCCs by The Parochial Church Councils (Powers) Measure
1921.
The purpose behind these new councils was to give the laity
a more prominent role in parish life to go alongside the
deaconry, diocesan and national councils which became the
synods and have an important role in church life. Some
conservative clerics were concerned at this reform and felt
that congregations would pick and choose clergy or object
to a new incumbent chosen by a patron. The process of
starting PCCs to share in decision making in parishes was
widely accepted but a few older incumbents and those in
more rural areas, failed to do either out of reluctance or
ignorance.
A leading churchman in the reform movement was William
Temple who became leader of the ‘Life and Liberty
movement’ which hugely influenced the move towards
democratic government in the Church of England. He was
Bishop of Manchester in the 1920s, Archbishop of York from
1929 to 1942 and Archbishop of Canterbury (1942-4). He
had been a secretary of the National Mission of Repentance
and Hope in 1916 and became chairman and joint leader
with H. R. (Dick) Sheppard of the Life and Liberty
movement. ‘We demand liberty for the Church of England’
he declared at a meeting in July 1917. One difficult issue
was what level of commitment to church life enabled a
person to be eligible to serve on a church council. It was
decided that anyone on the electoral roll whether they
attended services or communion regularly could participate.
The then Bishop of Oxford resigned over the issue because
he thought that councils must only be made up of committed
regular communicants.
The next Bishop of Oxford in his monthly diocesan
magazine endorsed the principle of democracy and
reassured people that it was not a negative step or would
limit the powers of clergy or wardens. He encouraged the
congregations to consider how to use each other’s gifts. In
Aylesbury the idea of the new PCCs had been discussed as
early as 1918. It was felt that they would support the clergy
particularly with financial issues.
It is strange to think that The birth of PCCs was a major step
in the life of the church.
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Covid – 19 Anniversary of March 2020
What were you doing on 23rd March last year? Come
to that where were you on that day?
Many people were on holiday abroad. We had just
returned from a Spring break glamping in Moreton-inMarsh. On the 23rd March 2020 we heard the Prime
Minister Boris Johnson, in a televised address to the
nation, say that Britons should only go outside to buy
food, to exercise once a day, or to go to work if they
absolutely could not work from home. “Stay Home
Protect the NHS Save Lives” became a familiar slogan
as did Hands Face Space and we got used to wearing
masks in public buildings, surgeries, supermarkets and
in church. All social gatherings ceased, no OSH
gatherings, no Film Club, no Gardening Club, no
Bowls, no WI, and then no Church Services.
Everything stopped, all non-essential shops, pubs, bars,
hairdressers etc closed and there was a general travel
ban. Some people were stranded abroad. Special
flights had to be put on to bring them back to the UK.
The particularly vulnerable were told to shield
themselves from others and not to go out at all. In
order to help them stay home special food parcels were
organised and delivered to their homes. Anyone who
had the symptoms had go into self-isolation for 14 days.
The army were deployed both to help with the track and
trace, and the test centres and also in the distribution of
PPE. Volunteers started to make scrubs clothing for
NHS staff at home, and to produce face masks in a bid
to help in the fight against the virus. Retired nurses
volunteered to return to nursing to help the staff in their
local hospitals. Other people volunteered to man
phones and to deliver food and essential medicines to
their local neighbours. Looking out for the folks next
door became a national voluntary effort.
The daily briefings from Downing Street, involving the
prime minister also introduced us to the government
advisors, Prof. Chris Whitty, Chief Medical Officer, who
has definitely become a pin up(!) and Sir Patrick
Vallance, Govt Chief Scientific Officer, alongside
Professor Jonathan Van-Tam fondly referred to as
“JVT” chair of the UK government's New and Emerging
Respiratory Virus Threats Advisory Group (NERVTAG).
He is also Deputy Chief Medical Officer. We also met
General Sir Nick Carter, Chief of Defence Staff who
outlined the massive logistical exercise involved in the
obtaining and distribution of PPE.
These people
alongside our wonderful NHS staff have been a key part
of the UK's COVID-19 response both in the UK and
abroad with the Armed Forces engaged in a major
role and in December, the Ministry of Defence
confirmed the Armed Forces' response to COVID19 had become the ”biggest ever home military
operation in peacetime, with more than 5,000 personnel
involved.”
The Recovery Trial involving large numbers of
coronavirus patients across the UK in many different
NHS hospitals was set up. The results delivered widely
accepted verdicts on two Covid-19 treatments.
Dexamethasone tested at the trial was identified as a
successful treatment for Covid patients on ventilators.
The drug was cheap and readily available around the
world and quickly became part of standard care for the
sickest patients. In contrast, the use of an anti-malarial
drug was quickly abandoned as it did not assist
patients. The results of the trials were announced at

lunchtime, and had become policy and practice by tea
time, and started to save lives immediately. Dexamethasone has since saved thousands who were really
ill and who may not otherwise have recovered.
The UK became the first country in the world to approve
a Covid-19 vaccine for emergency use in early
December. However, the groundwork was laid nearly a
year earlier, when the Department of Health and Social
Care began planning a mass vaccination programme
before confirmation of the first Covid-19 case in the UK.
In January 2020 the Oxford scientists were already
working on a prototype vaccine against the coronavirus
that causes MERS and reasoned that they would be
able to adapt the chimpanzee adenovirus vector they
were using to confer protection against SARS-CoV-2.
Just five months later, in June 2020, the UK signed a
contract for 100 million doses of the OxfordAstraZeneca vaccine. A separate deal securing access
to 30 million doses of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine was
announced the next month. Pfizer had collaborated
with German biotech company BioNTech to focus on a
technology called an mRNA vaccine. The PfizerBioNTech vaccine works by introducing into the body a
messenger RNA (mRNA) sequence manufactured
artificially from the virus’ own genetic code, that
contains the instructions for the vaccinated person’s
own cells to produce the vaccine antigens and generate
an immune response. As it is made artificially and not
dependent on a biological process like the AstraZeneca
vaccine, it takes a lot less time to produce a batch.
Together with the NHS, military personnel are rolling
out the vaccination programme with three vaccines now
approved for use in the UK. All government advisors
are urging everyone to get the vaccination when it is
offered. The amazing efforts and courageous decisions
made to push forward with the vaccine programmes
and to gamble that the vaccines would work once made
has been very fortunate. As a result we have more than
enough doses for the initial vaccination. More and
more people are reporting they have had the jab!
However, we are not out of the woods yet. As Jonathan
Van-Tam put it “We are at a football match and it's clear in the first half,
the away team gave us an absolute battering, and got a
goal. What we've done now is it's the 70th minute,
we've now got an equaliser. Okay, we've got to hold
our nerve now, see if we can get another goal and nick
it. But the key thing is not to lose it, not to throw it
away at this point because we've got a point on the
board, and we've got the draw!”
By this time a lot of us are looking a little dishevelled,
and are feeling a bit stir crazy. My hairdresser rang
yesterday to confirm she is opening up again in April, but I cannot be booked in until the 12 th May! I will
probably be unrecognisable by then a real shaggy
bear!.
We have to ensure everyone is eventually vaccinated
before we can consider the pandemic at an end and
that is quite some way off as yet. However, it is the
Easter Season and we step forth in hope and joy of the
wonderful resurrection and the new life to come. Happy
Easter
Editor
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Ramblings from Brettenham
What a difference a few weeks can make, and it
can certainly be seen here in Brettenham, the fields
are greener, the lambs are enjoying the freedom
and are playing together on the heathland. The soil
is drier, and the hedges have been cut and tidied
up in readiness for the birds to start nesting.

Farming really does depend on the right weather at
the right time as well as making the right choice of
the crop to grow and the hope that at the end of
harvesting the right price will be available. If only
we could have a crystal ball.!
On a high note, Peter has just heard that the weed
– Common Cudweed, which is growing here in the
yard and which I mentioned in my earlier ramblings
back in the Autumn is now classed as critically
endangered in Europe. In Switzerland scientists are
carrying out translocations so that the species is
not lost.
Sadly, it was confirmed on Wednesday 24th that
Sheikh Hamdam al Maktoum the owner of
Shadwell Estate Company had died. Thoughts go
to his family and everyone involved with the estate
and the local vicinity.

The church is looking beautiful when the sun is
shining, and the grass has been cut. The daffodils
are in flower and the hyacinths are peeping above
the flint wall, it really does confirm that Spring has
arrived.
We are all able to enjoy the birdsong, the hedgerow
blossom and I am sure you will have noted so
many shoots and buds on the trees, shrubs and
other plants in your own gardens and other areas.
How fortunate we are and how thankful we should
be in this time of Lent or reflection before the
celebrations of Easter.

We have a first for the Church coming up –
Thursday 6th May, the Polling Station for
Kilverstone & Brettenham dwellers will be held at
the Church. I understand that several Churches
across the country are used - I am sure there will
be many voters who have never visited who will be
surprised by the interior and of course they would
be very welcome to return for services and possible
other events in the future.
As we are now able to meet up, as long as we
abide by the current regulations it is hoped that
later on in the year, we will be able to hold services
and share fellowship and friendship
All good wishes and Easter greetings. Take care &
keep safe, Peter & Mary

The clocks have gone forward so we now have
longer days which is a bonus as the Spring farming
year has begun with many cultivations taking place,
drilling of spring cereals and of course the sugar
beet. What a campaign that was last year - so
many farmers having to wait for the ground to dry
out so that the crop could be harvested, the sugar
beet factories having to extend the time they were
open and only last Saturday when I was travelling
through to Hopton I was surprised to see lorries
being loaded with beet which would have had to be
transported to Cantley for processing. So much
work for all concerned and unfortunately due to the
weather conditions and low sugars the returns were
not good for so many producers.
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Helping the Birds in Your Garden
If you’d like to help the birds in your garden, why not have a go at making your own nestbox? Here is
some advice from the RSPB
1. Natural nest holes don’t come in standard sizes, so please use the following sizes as a guide. Use a
plank about 150 mm wide and 15 mm thick.
2. The inside of the box must be at least 100 mm square and the bottom of the entrance hole must be at
least 125 mm from the floor. If it is less, young birds might be scooped out by a cat.
3. Use galvanised nails or screws. The inside front surface should be rough – this will help the young birds
to clamber up. A drainage hole in the base will also help to stop the box getting damp inside.
4. Hinge the lid with a strip of leather or rubber (an old piece of bicycle inner tube would do). Do not nail
the lid down (because you will need to clean out the box in autumn). Instead, use a catch to keep it
closed.
5. The entrance hole size depends on the type of bird you want to attract: • 25 mm for coal tits, marsh tits
and blue tits • 28 mm for great tits and tree sparrows • 32 mm for nuthatches and house sparrows • A
starling box needs to be 25-30% larger with an entrance 45 mm across If you remove the top half of the
front panel, the same type of box could attract robins, pied wagtails or wrens to nest. Spotted flycatchers
prefer an even shallower, open-fronted box. Softwood boxes (such as pine) can be treated with waterbased wood preservatives, such as Fenceguard or Sadolin: apply only to the outside of the box, and not
around the entrance hole. Whatever you use, make sure the box dries and airs thoroughly before putting it
up.

Natural nest holes do not come in standard sizes, so use these dimensions only as a guide. Any plank or
sheet of about 15 mm thick weatherproof timber is suitable. However, do not use CCA pressure-treated
timber, since the chemicals it is treated with may harm birds.
Dimensions
Use only the first or the second figure throughout. For starlings and great spotted woodpeckers, use the
dimensions for the large box; all the others need the small one. The bottom of the entrance hole must be
at least 125 mm from the floor of the nestbox. If it's less, young birds might fall out or be scooped out by a
cat. The inside wall below the entrance hole should be rough to help the young birds to clamber up when
it's time for them to leave.
Putting it together - Drill drainage holes to the base of the box, and use galvanised nails or screws to
assemble. It's always best to leave the box untreated. As it weathers, it will blend into its surroundings.
Softwood boxes can be treated with selected water-based preservatives, which are known to be safe for
animals, such as Sadolin. Apply it only to the outside of the box, and not around the entrance hole. Make
sure the box dries and airs thoroughly before you put it up.
Choosing the location
Things to consider when choosing where to position your nestbox include:
Boxes for tits, sparrows or starlings should be fixed two to four metres up a tree or a wall. Unless there are
trees or buildings which shade the box during the day, face the box between north and east, thus avoiding
strong sunlight and the wettest winds.Make sure that the birds have a clear flight path to the nest without
any clutter directly in front of the entrance. Tilt the box forward slightly so that any driving rain will hit the
roof and bounce clear.
Before you put up your nestbox, remember to keep in mind the following: Fixing your nestbox with nails
may damage the tree. It is better to attach it either with a nylon bolt or with wire around the trunk or
branch. Use a piece of hose or section of car tyre around the wire to prevent damage to the tree.
Remember that trees grow in girth as well as height, and check the fixing every two or three years.
Open-fronted boxes for robins and wrens need to be low down, below 2m, well hidden in vegetation.
Those for spotted flycatchers need to be 2-4m high, sheltered by vegetation but with a clear outlook.
Woodpecker boxes need to be 3-5m high on a tree trunk with a clear flight path and away from
disturbance.
Many birds will enter nestboxes during the autumn and winter, looking for a suitable place to roost or
perhaps to feed. They often use the same boxes for nesting the following spring. Tits will not seriously
investigate nesting sites until February or March.
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